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Background 

Patients with DMD, an x-linked recessive neuromuscular disease caused by mutations in the dystrophin 

gene, experience relentlessly progressive respiratory muscle weakness. This results in pulmonary 

decline, ultimately requiring 24-hour ventilation support. 

Pulmonary function tests typically include assessments of lung volume (FVC) and measurements of 

muscle strength (MEP and MIP). Predicted normal values for these measurements serve as important 

benchmarks of disease progression. In patients receiving standard of care, FVC as a % of predicted (FVC 

%p) declines by ≥5% annually. MEP and MIP decline annually by ≥2.7% or ≥3.8%, respectively.  

DMD is primarily caused by frameshift-causing whole-exon mRNA deletions that prevent production of 

functional dystrophin. Eteplirsen is designed to induce production of internally-shortened dystrophin in 

patients with mutations amenable to exon 51-skipping therapies. The current analyses evaluate the 

long-term effect of eteplirsen on pulmonary function. 

Methods 

12 patients received 30 or 50 mg/kg/wk IV eteplirsen treatment for 168 weeks. FVC, MEP and MIP were 

assessed semiannually in the treated population. Change from baseline and age-adjusted MMRM 

analyses were performed for FVC, MEP and MIP % predicted. Patient level FVC data from clinical visits in 

a natural history study of DMD patients were compared.  

Results 

Mean FVC%p in the eteplirsen-treated cohort decreased by 2.4% per year over 168 weeks. Age adjusted 

MMRM analysis of FVC%p showed an annual decrease of 1.6%. Mean MEP %p and MIP %p decreased by 

2.4% and 1.0% per year, respectively. Using age-adjusted MMRM analysis, MEP %p decreased by 1.2% 

and MIP%p increased by 1.2% annually.   

Conclusion 

Patients treated with weekly IV infusions of eteplirsen at a dose of 30 mg/kg or 50 mg/kg for 168 weeks 

experienced a slower than expected decline in respiratory muscle function  as compared to the natural 

history of untreated DMD. 


